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“If they can’t learn the
way we teach, we teach
the way they learn.”
O. Ivar Lovaas
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“If you’ve met one
person with autism,
you’ve met one
person with autism.”
- Dr. Stephen Shore
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The Mission
To provide you with a framework for
• Preparing for instruction
• Delivering instruction
• Solving learning problems
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Preparing for Instruction
Instructional Strategies
Solving Learning Problems
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Preparing for Instruction
• Evaluating Prerequisite Skills
• Measuring Current Performance
• Selecting Skills for Instruction
• Delivering Reinforcement
• Evaluating Preference
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Prerequisites for
Completing a
Multiplication
Worksheet
• Multiplication?
• Matching numbers
• Receptive and
expressive ID of
numbers
• Addition
• Skip-counting
• Worksheet Skills?
• Pencil grip
• Printing numbers
• Sitting at a desk
• And more!
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Prerequisite Skills
What are pre-requisite skills?
• Simpler or less complex skills required to
perform a more difficult or more complex skill
Why do they matter?
• Mastery of prerequisite skills à faster learning
• Missing pre-requisite skills à slow progress and
frustration
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Where’s the slide?

• Attend to visual stimuli
• Sit in one location
• Point to objects
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Talking About Your Weekend
• Recall of events
• Commenting
• Asking questions
• Identifying nonverbal cues
• Introducing and changing topics
• Initiating conversations
• …and more!
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Prerequisite Skills
Reading
Books

Reading
words

Turning pages

Attending to
pictures in
books

Letter
identification

Make letter
sounds

Tact/Label
pictures in
books

Matching
letters

Point to
letters by
sound

Point to
pictures in
books

Learning to
learn skills

Looking left
to right in
books

Matching
pictures
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Activity

Identifying
Prerequisite Skills
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Prerequisite Skills – Final Notes
Prerequisite skills
• Vary from one individual to the next
• Additional self-management pre-requisites

Missing prerequisite skills
• Vary from one individual to the next

Splintered skills
• Can’t assume the presence of pre-requisites because a
higher-level repertoire is present
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Preparing for Instruction
• Evaluating Prerequisite Skills

• Measuring Current Performance
• Selecting Skills for Instruction
• Delivering Reinforcement
• Evaluating Preference
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Establish a Baseline
Determine
where to start
instruction

Monitor
progress

Celebrate
success!
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Data Collection
• Define the correct response
• Define the range of incorrect responses
• Record a (+) for correct responses
• Record a (-) for incorrect responses
• Summarize the data
• Per instructional period
• Per day
• Per week

• Use the data to monitor progress!
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Defining Responses
• Letter identification
• Correct: Says letter name correctly
• Incorrect: Says another letter name, no response for 5 s,
says letter.

• Peer greeting
• Correct: Says ‘Hi (peer name)’/ ’Hello (peer name)’/ ‘Hey
(peer name)’, using correct peer name, within 10 s of
peer arrival
• Incorrect: Omits greeting (Hi/Hey/Hello), omits peer
name, uses incorrect peer name, no response for 10 s or
more.
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B. Pitt

Student Name: _______________

Letter Identification

Program Name: _____________________
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+
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Daily Data for B. Pitt
Initials
Date
CR

IR

%

CR

IR

%

CR

IR

%

CR

IR

%

CR

IR

%

Addition Worksheets (10 questions; adding
0-10 to numbers up to 10)
(+) = Prints correct answer to equation.
(-) = Incorrect answer, illegible printing, no
response > 5 s
Personal Information Questions (see target
list on back of this page)
(+) = Answers question correctly
(-) = Incorrect answer, no response >5 s
Prints numbers 0-100
(+) = Prints correct number
(-) = Incorrect number, illegible printing, no
response > 5 s
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Practice – Recording Data
Skill:
Responding to
peer greetings

• (+) = Says, ‘Hi’/ ‘Hello’/ ‘Hey’ within 5 s of a
peer initiating a greeting
• (-) = Off-topic response, no response for 5
s or more.

Watch the
demonstration

• Score a (+) for each correct response
• Score a (-) for each incorrect response
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Frequency Data
Appropriate when
• There is clear start and end to the behaviour
• The behaviour is relatively short duration
• The goal is to increase or decrease frequency

Define the behaviour
• When will you record a tally mark?

Enter date, start, and end time for observation
• Opens the door to calculating rate of responding

Record a tally mark each time the behaviour occurs
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Preparing for Instruction
• Evaluating Prerequisite Skills
• Measuring Current Performance

• Selecting Skills for Instruction
• Delivering Reinforcement
• Evaluating Preference
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Putting it all Together

1

2

3

4

Identify possible
prerequisite skills

Measure current
performance

Use baseline data
to inform goals

Describe the longterm objective for
instruction
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Specific
Measurable
Attainable
Realistic
Time-limited

SMART Goals
24
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Nonexamples and Examples
Non-example

Example

Julia will
appropriately
greet her peers
90-100% of the
time.

Goal 1- Julia will independently respond to peer
greetings by saying ‘Hi’/’Hello’/’Hey’ within 5 s
of a the peer initiating the greeting when during
morning arrival and when passing peers in the
hallway for 90-100% of opportunities by June
2019.
Goal 2- Julia will independently initiate greetings
with peers at least one time per day by saying ‘Hi
/Hello/Hey (peer name),’ during morning arrival
time and when passing in the hallway at least
one time per day.
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Preparing for Instruction
• Evaluating Prerequisite Skills
• Measuring Current Performance
• Selecting Skills for Instruction

• Delivering Reinforcement
• Evaluating Preference
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”Research has shown that the
most effective way to reduce
problem behavior in children is
to strengthen desirable
behavior through positive
reinforcement rather than
trying to weaken undesirable
behavior using aversive or
negative processes.”

Sidney W. Bijou
The International
Encyclopedia of
Education, 1988
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Reinforcement

Change in
the
environment

Behaviour
increases

Behaviour
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Behaviour

29

Change in the Environment

30
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Behaviour
Increases
31

Reinforcement

Positive
Reinforcement

Negative
Reinforcement
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Differential Reinforcement
Better responding à Better reinforcers
• More preferred
• Larger reinforcers
• More frequent
Better responses may be:
• Higher quality
• More independent
• Closer to the end goal
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‘Extrinsic’ Reinforcers
• Long term goal: responding to come under the
control of reinforcers in the environment
• Reading directions to figure out how to solve a problem
• Writing to communicate to a reader
• Smiling and nodding to encourage a friend to keep
talking

• For many students, the ‘natural’ reinforcers are
ineffective
• Not salient
• Not relevant
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‘Extrinsic’ Reinforcers
• Many students have a learning history that works
against naturally occurring reinforcement
• Extrinsic reinforcers ‘bridge the gap’
• Delivering extrinsic reinforcers at the right time

• When a skill is learned with extrinsic reinforcers
• Systematically thin reinforcement
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Schedules of Reinforcement

Continuous
reinforcement

Naturally existing
reinforcement
contingencies
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Thinning the Schedule
New skill
• On average every second response (but vary)

Mastered skill
• On average every third response
• On average every forth response

Test for maintenance with no extrinsic reinforcement
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Preparing for Instruction
• Evaluating Prerequisite Skills
• Measuring Current Performance
• Selecting Skills for Instruction
• Delivering Reinforcement

• Evaluating Preference
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Powerful reinforcers
= optimal learning

The Why

Affects every aspect
of student learning
Preferences change
over time
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How do we choose effective
rewards?
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Informal
• Ask about a child’s
preferences

Ask

Structured interview
• Ask a caregiver to rate the
child’s preference for a
variety of items
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Structured Interview
Considerations
• Ask follow-up questions
•
•
•
•

How is the item reinforcing?
Where is the item reinforcing?
Is it person-specific?
How much time is required for it to be reinforcing?
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43

44

Informal - watch
what the child
engages with
Observe

Structured
preference
assessments
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Brief

5 to 8 items

MSWO
Preference
Assessment

Small sample of each item
Put all items out, ask the person to
choose
After each item is chosen, reorder the
remaining items
Continue until all items are selected or
30 s with no engagement
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Your turn!

MSWO
Preference
Assessment
- Practice

Each package contains
• Data sheets
• Rewards
• Implementation checklist
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Relatively brief
Likely to produce a hierarchy of
preferred items
MSWO Considerations

Not appropriate when…
Positional bias
Limited to smaller and fewer number
of items
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Variations on Preference
Assessments
Picture-based
• Toys and activities too large or interactive to
present using other methods

Video-based preference assessments
• Toys and activities that cannot be presented in
other preference assessment formats
• Social interactions
• Locations
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Preparing for Instruction

Instructional Strategies
Solving Learning Problems
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Instructional Strategies
• Selecting a teaching approach
• Prompting and prompt fading
• Teaching to mastery
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Instructional Strategies
• Selecting a teaching approach
• Prompting and prompt fading
• Teaching to mastery
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Naturalistic vs. Discrete Trial
Teaching
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Student’s skill
set
Teacher/EA
training and
experience

Student
preference
Considerations
in Selecting a
Teaching
Approach
Task

Resources

Setting
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Instructional Strategies
• Selecting a teaching approach
• Prompting and prompt fading
• Teaching to mastery
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What is a prompt?
Prompts

• Teaching procedures
designed to evoke a
correct response
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Physical
Vocal
Types of
Prompts

Model
Point
Written
Gestural
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Prompt Hierarchy
Independent
Gestural
Vocal
Model
Full physical prompt
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How to Choose a Prompt Type
Is it a new skill?
What is the student’s current performance?
What types of prompts have been most successful?
Previous attempts to to teach this skill?
Does the skill involve an independent routine?
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Prompting: Addition Equation
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Physical
Vocal
Types of
Prompts

Model
Point
Written
Gestural
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Prompting: Washing Hands
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Physical
Vocal
Types of
Prompts

Model
Point
Written
Gestural
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Prompting: Turn Taking
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Physical
Vocal
Types of
Prompts

Model
Point
Written
Gestural
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Errorless
Learning

A high level of
prompting is
provided initially

Students emit few
errors when
learning a new
skill
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Errorless
learning is
appropriate
when…

ü A student is learning a new skill
üA student has a difficulty learning that
type of skill
üA student has a history of engaging in
escape behaviours to avoid teaching
settings
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Errorless Learning: Example
• Task: Weekly spelling words
• Grade 7 student
• Current performance: History of engaging in
challenging behaviour to avoid spelling and related
assignments
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Errorless Learning: Example
Independent
Final four letters removed
Final two letters removed
Full textual prompt
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SWAT Support Strategy

S

1. Say = Tell student what to do.

W

2. Wait and Watch = Look at student at
wait at least 3 s before providing help.

A

3. Act Out = Model/gesture what to do,
repeat instruction, and repeat step #2.

T

4. Touch to Guide = Provide physical
assistance to complete task.
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SWAT Support: Example
• Task: Getting planner from backpack and putting it
in the planner bin
• Grade 2 student
• Current performance: Support staff completing task
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Swat Support: Example

S

1. Say = “Get your planner and put it in the bin.”

W

2. Wait and Watch = Look at student at wait at least 3 s
before providing help.

A

3. Act Out = Demonstrate taking the planner out of the
backpack and putting it in the bin. Repeat instruction
and repeat step #2.

T

4. Touch to Guide = Physically assist student in taking
planner from backpack and putting it in the bin.
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Prompt
Fading
• What is prompt
fading?
• How do you
prompt fading
is working?
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Prompt Fading
Independent
Gestural
Vocal
Model
Full physical prompt
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Differential
Reinforcement

What is differential
reinforcement?
• Reinforcing one response
while withholding
reinforcement for another
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Differential Reinforcement and
Prompt Fading
Independent
Gestural
Vocal
Model
Full physical prompt
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Capturing Motivation
• Assess frequently
• Deliver reinforcers contingently
• Deliver reinforcers immediately
• Pair social interactions with other types of
reinforcers
• Fade reinforcers gradually
• Use differential reinforcement
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Data Collection
• Collect data strategically
• Monitor data
• Use the data to make decisions
• If scoring percentage data, be aware that small numbers
can affect the calculation
• If an increasing trend is not apparent after five teaching
sessions, consider revising your strategy
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Instructional Strategies
• Selecting a teaching approach
• Prompting and prompt fading
• Teaching to mastery
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Teaching to Mastery
SMART Goals

Generalization
and
Maintenance

Dosage of
Instruction
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Skill Generalization

People

Settings

Materials

81
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Where?

When?

How
often?

By
whom?

Skill Maintenance
82

Activity

Teaching a
New Skill
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Preparing for Instruction
Instructional Strategies

Solving Learning Problems
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“If they can’t learn the
way we teach, we teach
the way they learn.”
O. Ivar Lovaas
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Problem Solving Questions
• Reinforcement
• Motivational conditions and setting events
• Prerequisite skills
• Instructional strategies
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Reinforcement
• Is reinforcement present?
• Are the reinforcers effective?
• Is the need for ‘extrinsic’ reinforcers considered?
• Was reinforcement systematically thinned before
mastery?
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Motivational Conditions & Setting
Events
• Have effective rewards been identified?
• Preference assessment

• Are instructional activities arranged to maximize
motivation?
• Intersperse easy tasks with difficult tasks
• Alternate between teaching the target student and a peer
• Use slightly preferred activities to reinforce engagement in
lower preference activities
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Motivational Conditions & Setting
Events
• Are setting events for problem behaviour present?
• Hunger, lack of sleep, illness

• Are competing reinforcement contingencies
present?
• E.g., peer attention for off task behaviour
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Prerequisite Repertoires
•
•
•
•
•

Have all the prerequisite skills been identified?
How long ago were prerequisite skills observed?
What method was used to evaluate prerequisites?
Are prerequisite skills mastered and fluent?
Has the teaching context changed?
• New setting?
• Different teachers?
• Different instructional strategies?

• Are basic learning-to-learn skills present?
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Instructional Strategies
• Does the student reliably respond to the teacher?
• Is the instruction clear?
• Simple, consistent language for early learners

•
•
•
•

Are the expectations for the learning setting clear?
Are the instructional strategies appropriate?
Are the instructional strategies consistently implemented?
Are the materials appropriate?
• Non-essential components varied?
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Other Considerations
•
•
•
•

Are different responses assumed interchangeable?
Is the expected (correct) response clearly defined?
Have data been collected accurately?
Is the instructional goal appropriate?
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Prompt Dependency
• Attempts to fade prompts are unsuccessful
• Responding only occurs when the prompt is presented
• Avoiding prompt dependency
• Fade prompts at an appropriate pace
• Use a systematic prompt-fading strategy
• Avoid verbal prompts

• Remediating prompt dependency
• Use differential reinforcement
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Problem Behaviour is
Communication
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Strategic Questions - Antecedent
Management
Is instruction
appropriate
for the
student?

Is the learning
environment
appropriate?

Is the
schedule of
reinforcement
appropriate?

Does the
student have
an
appropriate
‘out’?
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Possible Solutions
Is the goal appropriate for the student?
• Evaluate prerequisite skills and baseline data

Are the instructional strategies appropriate?
• Review prompting and prompt-fading strategies
• Demand fading

Is the schedule of reinforcement appropriate?
• Evaluate reinforcement procedures and motivation

Does the student have an appropriate ‘out’?
• Functional communication training
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“If they can’t learn the
way we teach, we teach
the way they learn.”
O. Ivar Lovaas
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